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Follow the Money : Houston's Third Federal Reserve Building 

BY G E O R G E D O D D S 

ran'Mil 
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' The Federal Reserve Bank ol Dallas Houston Bintidi (Mirhnel Gmyts nnd Assoiinles with PGA1,200S) welcomes visitor; with open bul setuie aims; above: The parking sirwiuie is defended by guards and nielal posts thai lower to alio* tors through 
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Lell: The ficnl laiade is perched behind a pile 
ol ADA mmps and D steel delensive gale. 
Above: Robots move boxes ol cash horn vault 
to processing float and butt. 

Money, get away. 
Get a good lob with good pay and you 're okay. 
Money, it's a gas. 
Crab that cash with both hands and make a stash. 
New car. caviar, four star daydream. 
Think I'll buy me a football team. 

Money, it's a crime. 
Share it tairly but don't take a slice of my pie. 
Money, so they say 
Is the root ol all evil today. 
But it you ask for a raise it s no surprise thai they're 
giving none away. 

Money, get back. 
I'm all right Jack keep your hands off of my stack. 
Money, it's a hit. 
Don I give me thai do goody good bullshit. 
I'm in the high-fidelity first class traveling set 
And I thmk I need a Lear jet. 

Pink Floyd, "Money" 
<D 1V7! Pink /-'/..v.J'Music Ltd. 

THE KITCHEN OF A FAVORITE RESTAURANT. 

the baseman ol a hospital, the working 
end of a meat packing plant: all are places 
better left unseen. Yet, to appreciate 
fully the architecture of the new Federal 
Reserve Hank ol Dallas I louston Branch 
(FRBHouston), you really need to stick 
your head into vast hack room on the 
ground floor and follow the money. While 
they do not make it here (that's what the 
U.S. Ireasury Department is for), they do 
process the hell out of it. 

Periodic changes ro the Prime Interest 
Rare notwithstanding, most Americans 
neither know nor care what the Fed does 
on a day-to-day basis, let alone that cur-
rency requires occasional "processing" 
and " f low control." This facility's public 
relations program, however, is engi-
neered to change this, at least for those in 
1 Inuston. Chairman Alan Greenspan, two 
parts Sphinx, one part Delphic Oracle, is 

perhaps the most visible face of the Fed's 
historic spectral opacity. Through his 
periodic testimonies at Finance Committee 
hearings on Capitol 1 Mil, delivered in a 
syntax that would make George Orwell 
weep, Greenspan regularly keeps Congress 
and Wall Street informed while reminding 
the hoi polloi that what we don't know 
is probably better left that way. Yet, the 
program for the Fed's Houston Branch 
I developed jointly by the local f irm PGAL 
and Michael Craves and Associates 
| M C A | of Princeton) includes an ambi-
tious educational agenda, to make more 
transparent the inner workings of an 
inherently covert, high-security institution. 

The architecture of this machinc-
for-yotir-money is relentless in its logic, 
precise in its movements, and calculated 
to within a stupelyingly narrow range of 
tolerances. And that is just the 24-hour 
security lorce. Largely mechanical and 
digital, the manner in which currency is 
handled here is singularly extraordinary 
to watch close-up. Much like trapeze art-
ists and tightrope walkers at the circus, 
the cash flow within the building's bow-
els wi l l be a highlight of ever) carefully 
crafted group tour. On the ground floor 
robotic forklifts carry stainless steel-
framed sarcophagi clad in bullet-proof 
glass from point to point. The ultimate 
destination ol these boxes of cash—lots 
ol boxes of lots of cash—is a fully auto-
mated, computer-controlled three-dimen-
sional galvanized steel matrix (the vault) 
ili.n moves and stores a virtual infinity of 
glass prisms of cash cargo vertically and 
horizontally .it warp speed. To con|lire a 
vague idea of this technological pageant, 
imagine the awe-inspiring vast warehouse 
from tin final scene ol U.n.l,^ . •/ if, I us/ 
Ark combined with the claustrophobic 
rectilinear order ol a "Borg" ship from 
Stiir Trek: I'hc Next (.ivneralum, and that 
still doesn't do it justice. The process is 
nothing short ol extraordinary, leaving 

the slack-jawed visitor constantly looking 
over his/her shoulder, attempting to steer 
clear of the next robot on its way to some 
predetermined undisclosed location. 

Novus Ordo Seculorum 

So who couldn't use a Lear jet, a Ferrari, 
or one's own professional sports team? 
Unlike the trappings of financial excess, 
money is tast becoming non-material in 
our material world. Whether or not it "is 
the root of all evil today," it is certainly 
far more fluid than it was a generation 
or two ago. Credit and debit cards, direct 
deposit, internet-based banking, and 
online bill payments have made cash, 
coin, and even checks seem quaint and 
almost obsolete. These recent changes in 
what was once a cash and carry culture 
left the Fed with tens of thousands of 
square feet of vacant office space on the 
second floor—space originally allotted tor 
check processing, once a preoccupation 
of the Federal Reserve Dallas Bank. It is 
not unusual for Federal Reserve Batiks to 
lease excess space to commercial tenants 
if it is not immediately needed, though 
it's difficult io imagine mam tenants 
who would easily fit in this high security 
enclave. FRB's are constructed lor >0 
year lile spans and additional space can 
accommodate expanded operations as 
they evolve. Because of the uncertainty of 
the check operation during the planning 
stages ot the building, officials said that 
a separate entry off of the garage was 
provided into the second [toor to accom-
modate an outside tenant. 

It took tar more than a sizable stash 
of cash and "a four star daydream" to 
create this "new secular order" on Allen 
Parkway. This building complex is pro-
grammed in myriad ways, many ot which 
wil l never be seen save for by a select lew. 
This is not always a matter of security, as 
some are buried 41) k i t below grade and 

others are embedded within the building's 
walls and intestines. Among these is a 
digitally controlled "horizontal well sys-
tem" to all-but-instantaneotisly detoxify 
and geologically stabilize what was a 
brown-field site; and a continuous pour, 
horizontal concrete structural slab svsicin 
that was necessary in order to construct 
this two-foorball-ficld-lcngth building sans 
nettlesome expansion ].mils. \ppareiitl> 
the robots thai transport all the cur-
rency into the vault find expansion joints 
unnerving. 

^ i.i the honorilk durante I.K ing 
Allen Parkway, visitors pass beneath a 
bronze eagle perched atop a bronze pyra-
mid through a bronze "revolver" (a.k.a., 
revolving door). Called "The Guardian." 
this is not |iist any old bronze eagle; it 
is a very large eagle. Its situation and 
wingspan make it seem lar bigger than 
the great eagle (August Gaul, sculptor) 
in Philadelphia's old John Wanamaker 
Department Store (D. H. Burnhani, 
architect). The Wanamaker eagle, relo-
cated from the site of the 1904 St. Louis 
Exposition, ornamented one of the 
department store's grand interior "public 
squares." The Fed's eagle is more icon 
than ornament. The sculpture by Kent 
Ullberg, who was awarded the commis-
sion in a competition, is adapted from 
The Great Seal of the United States, 
found, among other places, on the back-
side of the one dollar bil l . Unfortunately, 
the talons of the Fed's eagle obscure one 
of the most important parts of America's 
financial iconography—the pyramid's 
severed lop, tilled with the Masonic "eye 
of reason." Despite its large scale, the 
eagle is partially obscured by the relatively 
young live oaks that enfroni the build 
ing along Allen Parkway. The architects 
originally had a curb cut, drop-off lane 
in mind along the Allen Parkway feeder. 
where school buses and other vehicles 
could drop passengers along the formal 
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entrance. This would have necessitated 
removing several of the trees, a proposal 
that the city nixed. Without the vehicular 
accommodation, the formal entrance is 
more a ceremonial gesture than a func-
tional front door. 

Entering under the eagle and beneath 
a two-story porch with Piacentini-esque 
columns, the combined effect seems bet-
ter suited to Rome's Piazza Venezia circa 
1930 than Houston's somewhat forlorn 
Allen Parkway circa 2005. Once inside 
the icy, air-conditioned interior, visitors 
first navigate a formidable phalanx of 
human and electronic protective measures. 
The Visitors Center, as yet unfinished dur-
ing our tour in early August, is located 
just beyond this Checkpoint Charlie. 
In addition to elegant and well-derailed 
didactic displays by Houston-based The 
Douglas Croup, the Visitors Center 
includes a window and a plasma screen 
altordmg \ isitors ,i glimpse ol what is the 
most fascinating part of the building's 
operations—the ground floor sorting 
rooms and the vault. The PRBHouston 
is protected by a gaggle of highly-trained 
armed guards, a kettle of video cameras, 
and an exaltation of constantly monitored 
video monitors. Nonetheless, the Fed's 
public relations agenda will permit guided 

group tours access to several floors of its 
operation relatively deep inside the perim-
eter. Organizations that are in line with 
the Economic Education and Financial 
Literacy mission of the Fed, and not in 
competition with other local venues may, 
for a fee, use the elegantly appointed 
conference facility equipped with state-
of-the-art communications hardware for 
combined analog and digital meetings. 

However, the Visitors Center may not 
he the best place to begin assessing the 
architecture of this amalgam of complicat-
ed programmatic restrains and site condi-
tions. After spending the better part of a 
day touring the length and breadth of this 
building and its adjacent storage facilities 
(one for cars, the other for currency), it is 
difficult to know precisely where to begin. 
There are several entrances, depending 
on which category of visitor/user you fall 
into, and numerous ways of inhabiting 
this enclave, depending on what it is that 
brings you here. Visitors, employees, and 
Brinks truck drivers all experience a very 
different Houston Federal Reserve. For 
most I loustonians driving along Allen 
Parkway, it will remain an outside with 
no inside; its front facade conspicuously 
and curiously perched behind an unfortu-
nate pile of ADA ramps and a less-than-

mviting steel defensive gate. Perhaps the 
best place to begin, therefore, is to sum-
marize the project's beginning, 

I RBI louston awarded MCA/PCAL 
the commission to design a replacement 
lor us longstanding downtown 1 louston 
operation in 1999. Significant planning 
and programmatic studies were under-
taken to justify requirements with approv-
als being required at several levels from 
Houston to Washington, D.C. Needing 
a facility more than three times the size 
of their most recent venue at 1701 San 
Jacinto by Coleman and Rolff architects 
(1958), the FRBHouston chose a large-
tract of land on Allen Parkway, brack-
eted by Taft and (iillette streets. The San 
Jacinto building, described by one local 
architectural wag as "pathologically 
anonymous," replaced Sanguinet, Staats, 
I [edlick &: Gottlieb's neoclassical Branch 
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas (1922). 
Located at 1301 Texas Avenue, it is now 
home to the Houston Area Urban League. 
! lieu limit.ii s notwithstanding, the 
first two FRB1 louston buildings were 
located "downtown"—a term that until 
reecntl) seemed misapplied to I louston. 
But now that the city sports a reviv-
ing CBD as well as theater and museum 
districts, it is unfortunate that the Feds 

couldn't find another chunk of downtown 
on which to build. 

The third 1 louston Branch is where 
it is, in large measure, owing to cur-
rency processing and security operational 
requirements. Indeed, it was not that 
long ago that you could drive up to the 
steps of the U.S. Capitol building without 
encountering a single security person, let 
your car idle, and march up the monu-
mental stairs, your out-of-town visitor in 
tow, to briefly take in the architectural 
majesty of an open society. But the pres-
ent-day implications seem to require no 
further elaboration. Things change. 

Much has been published elsewhere 
about the urhanistic and cultural implica-
tions of the Allen Parkway site choice. 
* onveniciuU located neai the nexus ol 
two Interstate highways, the most vis-
ible marker of this site choice was the 
demolition of the WPA-era Jefferson 
Davis Hospital (1931-37), designed by 
architects A.C. Finn and Joseph Finger, by 
the previous owner. Finger Cos., an apart-
ment development firm, who had planned 
to use tin- site lor garden apartments. 
The architect's response to its environs 
was one of mediation and amelioration. 
It is challenging to register this in the 
completed complex, however, for several 
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Opposite page 
Top, lefl: Conleience mom 
Top, center: fhird-floot conidoi with 
lumitue and light fixtures by Michael Groves 
Top, rirjhl: [o i l elevation shows 
segmentation of the building. 
Below, left: View east fiom secondllool 
conidoi shows downtown skyline with City 
Maintenance (entei jusl outside FRG's 
vehicle entmnce gates 
Below, right: Geneious outdoor tool 
decks offer opportunities to look m the 
sprawling building. 

For left: Graves's originoi site plnn 
would have made a mom accommodating 
relationship to traffic on the north enhance 
At b i t , lap: Screen mesh shapes the 
parking garage inleiioi. 
Al l i l t , below: Walk-up visitors are greeted 
by a guaid station and moro stoot gales. 

reasons. Perhaps the most egregious of 
these is the choice and palette of materi-
als that clad this 300,000 square foot 
polychromatic pile of brick and tile. The 
building's typologs and coloration weK 
ostensibly chosen to reflect the hues of 
local Sonthernosity. Yet, the exterior bears 
a remarkable likeness to MGA's un-buih 
Museums ot Discovery freedom Square, 
designed at the same tune (20001 for Erie, 
Pennsylvania. I have been to Erie and to 
I louston. While both cities are located 
near large bodies of water, the similarities 
end there. 

Perhaps one of the project's most 
tangible losses, architecturally and 
urhanisticallv, was us intended open 
relation to the surrounds, ameliorated 
by a straightforward albeit elegant land-
scape. The colored site plan published 
in Michael Graves: Buildings 6~ Projects 
IWS-200.1, and developed in conjunc-
tion with the local landscape architects 
at <. lark Condon, Associates, shows the 
I l<I'• I lousum surrounded by bosques 
of trees, lawns, and promenades that 
engaged and re-invigorated the green 
space of Allen Parkway. Typical of 
Graves's drawings, any offending sur-
roundings are masked out ot the idyllic 
picture, including the City of Houston 
Vehicle Maintenance Facility that current-
ly frames a view of the Federal Reserve 
from the east. Also missing are the dilapi 
dated shotgun houses contiguous with the 
complex's parking garage. The idealized 
n.nine of tin draw ing notw ithstanding, 
it demonstrates the architect's vision for 
the future site. This assemblage of build-
ing and landscape would have given back 
to the city the gift of a substantial public 
park, intended to seamlessly merge the 
parkway and Memorial Drive on the 
oilier side ol Buffalo bayou, bracket-
ing the occasional festivals that encamp 
across from the FRBHouston. But no. In 
its place are a much-redacted landscape, 
and an extraordinarily long steel fence 
ornamented with more security cameras 
and monitoring devices than a Vegas 

casino. The landscape architecture pro-
gram was yet another victim of post 9/1 I 
hyper-security trauma. 

Elsewhere in the project, the archi-
tects adroitly responded to stronger facil-
ity security requirements adopted by the 
Federal Reserve System after 9/) 1 includ-
ing security upgrades to the facility's 
materials and methods ol construction. 
An inspection building where trucks are 
searched and scanned before moving to 
ilie secure loading zone was expanded 
from one lane to four. While the build-
ing's fully redundant structural system 
is subtly registered in the facade, most 
of the other redundancies are hidden: 
Virtually all utility services (telecommu-
iiK.uinns, water, gas, arid electrical) are 
doubled. The entire compound is on the 
city electrical gr id, however it also has its 
own backup power generation capabili-
ties. This is one complex that could take 
a licking and keep on ticking. Moreover, 
the complex is fulls outlined as a small 
village with all the necesstnes, so that the 
staff needs to enter and leave the complex 
only once a day. 

No amount of money or well-inten-
tioned colored drawings wil l buy the love 
of many Houstonians still carping about 
the demolition of the Jefferson Davis 
1 lospital. Yet, there are things money can 
buy. The quality of the interior finishes 
and attention to the smallest detail, a top 
flight security force, other highly trained 
staff, and well appointed, volumetrically 
generous facilities are first class. With 
a charming dining room adjacent to a 
large rooftop pergola-ed dining area for 
the general staff, an elegant yet simple 
private dining room for special events, 
a well equipped wellness center, a lovely 
Research Library with a cozy exedral-
sliaped memorial reading room, and an 
interior shooting range for the security 
staff (all firearms stay within the com-
pound!, the new Houston Branch of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas must be 
a pretty nice place to hang your hat for 
eight to ten hours a day, many longer. 

Annuit Coeptis 

The Great Seal of the United States of 
America consists of three Latin mottoes. 
The most often quoted is the easiest and 
least controversial: "E pluribus umtm" or 
"Our of many, one." The second, "Novus 
Ordo Secttlorum" is variously translated 
as "A new secular order" and "A new 
order of the ages." The most enigmatic 
of the trio may be the most apropos in 
assessing the Houston Branch, as it under-
scores not what this collection ot build-
ings achieve, but rather how far the archi-
tecture falls short. The source of "Annuit 
Coeptis" is ostensibly "Da faction 
atrsum, aUfiw audiicilms anmie ctvptis" 
from Virgil's Georgia. Among its possible 
translations are: "Give me an easy course, 
and favor my daring undertakings," and 
"Smooth my path, condone this enter-
prise of bold experiment." But hanks 
are inherently risk averse, and so too is 
the architecture of this complex. Neither 
"daring" noi ,i "bold exp< iinu nt," tins 
complex, in the context of Graves's recent 
architectural production, follows a famil-
iarly "easy course." This concatenation 
of tapioca-colored colonnades, pseudo-
architraves, over-scaled pergolas, faux-
vaulted roofs, and inscribed brick patterns 
imitating large blocks of stone tattooed 
in an aggressive polychromatic program 
(inside and out) are, in the aggregate, 
little more than cartoons writ large. The 
Fed's Flouston Branch demonstrates that, 
for better or worse, Mr. Graves and his 
associates still believe in the possibility of 
constructing an architecture parlante. Yet, 
even as Alan Colquhoun, in his essay in 
Andreas Papadakis's first A.I) , on Graves 
in 1979 lamented, it remains an open 
question as to whom Mr. Graves is speak-
ing and in what language. 

Michael Graves and his associates 
have long had the tendency to build draw-
ings rather than draw buildings. The most 
egregious consequence of this practice is 
producing buildings that look more sim-
plistic than simple—elephantine rather 

than elegant. If this is an architecture 
parlante, it is mono-syllabic, and its niet.i 
phors have worn thin to the point of one 
liners (such as a batik vault topped with 
a faux-vaulted roof). The parking garage-
is the unlikely exception. Its elegantly 
thin and exposed concrete decks (with 
unusually high floor-to-floor heights to 
match those of the main building's), and 
a diaphanous screen of steel cladding that 
mimics the main building's implied stone 
motif create an unexpected, playful, and 
highly effective (oil to the remainder of 
the project. 

Many recent high-profile civic or 
institutional buildings tend to be mute 
icons of high-tech materialist fetishes, 
gargantuan abstract expressionist sculp-
tures with an HVAC system, or crudely 
inert wrappers of programmatic exigen-
cies. The Federal Reserve wanted none 
of this in their new building in I louston. 
Their Request for Proposals, developed 
by the Fed's own architectural advisory 
committee and sent to a select group ol 
architects, included a "Vision Statement" 
clearly articulating a desire for a build-
ing character aligned wi th, for want of 
a better term, the classical tradition. In 
their search for (an architect ,m\\) the 
image ol an architecture that represented 
the Reserve's national role as "the bank 
tor all the other banks," they used such 
terms as "sol id," "stable," "dignif ied," 
and "classical." When the Federal Reserve 
twitches, the financial community feels a 
tsunami, Yet, while all of our fortunes 
and futures depend on the Reserve's poli-
cies and forecasts, u sought in the design 
ol tins branch of its Dallas based opera 
tion a vague and somewhat conflicted 
image of a past that never was. Things 
could be worse. As this is the third 
federal Reserve Building in Houston in 
the last So years, chances ;ire there will 
be a fourth in a generation or so. Until 
then, between la ft and i iillettc on Allen 
Parkway, Houstonians can visit the most 
recent building, rake a tour, and follow 
their money. • 


